The updated map of light pollution
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Objectives
We present an updated map of night sky brightness. Model that was used to create this map was originally created by Berry [1] and then was improved in our previous work
[2]. We used high resolution population raster provided by the GHSL. To model night sky brightness we used each cell of raster map as a single light source.
This time we present new map created in a more reliable way. We included information about topography using Digital Elevation Model (DEM). Additionally we used
genetic algorithm to obtain reliable parameters of the model. The resultant map has resolution of 100 m. The model, even though is more complicated, can be still calculated
on a desktop computer in a "finite" time.

Global Human Settlement Layer
GHSL values are in range from 0 to 1, which means percentage of built-up
area.

Simple model: Berry's
Model describes brightness B (in S 10 units) at zenith at given
distance D from a city with a population P. Model is defined
by parameters: a, U, V, h, k.
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GHSL data for Warsaw. (http://ghslsys.jrc.ec.europa.eu/)
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Parameters of a genetic algoritm:
number of populations: 100
number of chromosomes: 100
probability of crossover: 0.9
probability of mutation: 0.1
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Our base model was Berry's [1]. As input
data we used the Global Human Settlements
Layer (GHSL, [3]). For calibration of the
model (choosing parameters of the model)
we used observational data collected with
Sky Quality Meter and a procedure using a
library GAlib for genetic alogrithm [5].
In order to take into account the shadowing
effect we used a raster Digital Elevation
Model (DEM, [4]). For out purposes we
resampled DEM to 100 m.
Resultant map was created using recalibrated
model in dedicated module written in C by
author [6].
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Conclusions
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h=1.13661
k=0.03875

RMSE: 0.2662

Digital Elevation Model
Calculations:
Resolution: 100 m
Rows: 8158
Columns: 8703
Number of cells: 70 999 074
Time of calculations:
29h10m - with shadowing
2h15m - without shadowing
Hardware: Dell Power Edge, two Xeon 3.1 GHz, 256 GB RAM.
Calculations were performed on 14 threads.
Software: dedicated module darksky

Elevation [m]

1. Very simple model combined with high resolution data allow to obtain
realistic map of light pollution.
2. Using genetic algorithms is an efficient way of calibrating the model.
3. Including DEM information allowed to obtain darker night sky in
mountainous areas, where we expect shadowing effect to be meaningful.
Resultant map is more realistic. Including DEM have led to maximum
change of sky brightness 0.24 mag arcsec-2.
4. CPU time needed to calculate map using DEM is higher than without
DEM, but is still reasonable and can be calculated on an ordinary laptop.
5. Future work will be focused on better analysis of shadowing effect: mainly
on collecting observations from hilly and mountainous areas.
6. The final results will be published as an interactive web map online.

U=5.96033
V=0.02625

Shadowing effect
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A - model without shadowing; B - model with shadowing; C - differences between models; D - digital elevation model
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